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Abstract
Utilisation of Radial Basis Functions (RBF) for reconstruction of damaged images became common technique
nowadays. This paper deals with computation and utilisation of auxiliary points in order to further increase the
ability of RBF to restore damaged areas in image. Our goal was to achieve the best possible results in acceptable
time of computation. We put stress mainly on cases, where the image is heavily damaged e.g. by extreme noise. In
these cases our new proposed approach achieved very usable results that even surpassed our expectations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): G.1.1 [Numerical Analysis]: Interpolation; I.4.5 [Im-
age Processing and Computer Vision]: Reconstruction

1. Introduction

Techniques of reconstructing of corrupted artworks are as
old as the art itself. Since centuries ago the need of repara-
tion of damaged artistic artefacts was present, e.g., cracks in
wall paintings or damaged statues. The goal of skilled re-
storers was to repair such object in a non-detectable way for
non-familiar observer. With the evolution of photo/movie in-
dustry in the last few decades, really massive call for similar
services have arisen from many purposes. Typically the need
of retouching images (advertisement), eliminating of objects
(political reasons), denoising of signals etc. came out. Utili-
sation of computer technology was just a matter of time.

1.1. Related work

The seminal work of Bertalmio et al. [BS00] was based on
partial differential equations. Corrupted areas are filled by
propagation of intensities from surrounding area in isophotes
direction, calculated along mask border. Oliveira et al.
[OBMC01] used Gauss convolution kernel for fast filling
of small areas. Due to capabilities like ability to interpo-
late scattered data or evaluate value anywhere in any resolu-
tion, radial basis functions [CBC∗01] became quite popular
also in this area [SKU02], [US05], [WWW06]. They also
take advantage of reconstructing of all characters of dam-
age, such as inpainting or noise. This is in contrast with the
other techniques, specialised at particular cases only. Use of

RBF for images restoration was proposed by Savchenko et
al. [SKU02] who used CSRBF. We decided to utilise and ex-
tend RBF method due to previous works [US05], [ZVS08].
In this paper we will propose new approach to RBF based
image reconstruction that highly enhances results.

2. Image restoration

Prior to the reconstruction itself, the area for restoring should
be specified. There is a possibility of automatic detection
of damaged area but in this case supplemental information
about the image should be provided. Since we focused on
the act of restoration itself (not on detecting of damage),
we will suppose that the area for reconstruction is already
defined by black (corrupted) and white (valid pixels) mask.
This presumption is commonly used in image reconstruction
since the work of Bertalmio et al [BS00].

Let Ω = {(x,y) | x = 0, . . . ,M − 1,y = 0, . . . ,N − 1} be
a rectangle image area with resolution M ×N and the pixel
value h[x,y] is defined for x ∈ Ω. Damaged image Ω is a
combination of correct pixels Ωc and defective pixels Ωd
(mask) such as Ω = Ωc ∪Ωd , Ωc ∩Ωd = ∅. We would like
to find all values h for all x ∈ Ωd .

3. Radial Basis Functions

RBF [CBC∗01], [SKU02] is a circularly symmetric function
around its centre. Smooth function f (x) is interpolated from
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a set of n scattered points using n RBFs for a pixel x as:

f (x) =
n

∑
i=1

λiϕ(∥x−xi∥)+P(x) (1)

where xi are all valid pixels and λi are weights of RBFs.
A polynomial P(x), generally of degree m, is added to en-
sure solution stability together with additional conditions
∑n

i=1 λi = 0, ∑n
i=1 λixi = 0, ∑n

i=1 λiyi = 0. In our approach
P(x) = γT x = γ1x + γ2y + γ3 was taken. This leads to a sys-
tem of linear equations:

[
A P
PT 0

][
λ
γ

]
=

[
h
0

]
(2)

where Ai, j = ϕ(ri j) = ϕ(∥xi − x j∥), i, j = 1, . . . ,n, P is
n× 3 matrix of coordinates of valid pixels and finally h is
the vector of pixel values hi.

Selection of RBF significantly affects the result of inter-
polation (see submatrix A in 2). Popular RBFs are: Cubic r3,
Gauss ε−(εr)2

, Linear r, Multiquadric
√

1+(εr)2 and TPS
r2 logr. The parameter ε furthermore defines behavior of the
function, lowering ε value improves stability of linear sys-
tem. We chose linear RBF due to our previous experiments,
where this RBF demonstrated very good results.

We used a local reconstruction, i.e., only a local area of the
image was used to reconstruct each defective pixel. For each
damaged pixel we found this region by creating a virtual
window, with that pixel in it’s centre. All valid pixels from
this window are then used in creating a linear system (2). If
the number of valid pixels is not sufficient (see [ZVS08]),
the restoration of the actual pixel is adjourned for future it-
eration of the image reconstruction. See Section 5.3 for fur-
ther information of performed experiments or [ZVS08] for
detailed analysis and experiment results.

4. Proposed approach

In the previous work, disturbing color artefacts often oc-
curred. These artefacts arise in the situations where large
continuous areas were restored. In this work we focused on
elimination of these defects.

Let us have a look at situation on Fig. 1a. We created a vir-
tual window from the neighbourhood of the pixel, we would
like to restore. This window contains enough valid pixels to
create and solve linear system (2) but the problem is, that
these valid pixels are spread inappropriately - all of them are
on the left side or under processed pixel. This causes con-
verging of values of the interpolant to extreme values and
consequently origin of artefacts, we are trying to avoid.

4.1. Auxiliary points

The situation we would like to achieve is uniform distribu-
tion of valid pixels in the neighbourhood. Because no more

information about the image is provided, we have to ’con-
struct’ and add some auxiliary pixels in these empty regions.
Prior it, we need to find out which regions are empty. This
is done by splitting the window into quadrants (Fig. 1b) and
exploring them. Then for each empty quadrant we need to
obtain the auxiliary pixel and insert it into that quadrant.

Figure 1: a) Unbalanced distribution of valid pixels (white
blocks) in the neighbourhood of the processed pixel (blue
block). b) Splitting the neighbourhood into quadrants.

Location of auxiliary point (pixel) is important - the closer
it will be to the processed pixel, the more it will affect inter-
polated value. Since the auxiliary pixel can be constructed
(i.e., it will not belong to real values of the image), we may
increase an error in the image. Hence, this synthetic pixel
shall be placed more distant then valid pixels in the window.
Determining the proper position is impossible in practice so
we reckoned on our experiments and stated empirically re-
trieved distance 5 pixels (for 7x7 virtual window) in direc-
tion of the axis of particular quadrant. Prior to computing
and inserting auxiliary pixel we check it’s coordinates in the
empty quadrant. If there is valid pixel we will use it and no
computation of auxiliary point will be performed. The rea-
son is to modify the image as little as possible. If there is
no valid pixel we have to estimate it. Following subsection
deals with our approach how to estimate auxiliary points.

4.2. Triangulation based auxiliary pixel estimation

Involving only those pixels that occur in the immediate
neighbourhood of the inserted one, will certainly obtain the
best possible results. Our proposal is based on Delaunay tri-
angulation and actually it does not create any synthetic pixel
that will increase the error in the image.

Briefly, Delaunay triangulation is such type of triangula-
tion where no point from the input set is present inside the
circumcircle of any triangle of the triangulation.

The Delaunay triangulation is constructed from all valid
pixels in the image prior to the image restoration. Then an
empty quadrant is found and coordinates where the auxiliary
pixel should be inserted are evaluated. Now, we localise the
triangle including these coordinates and pick it’s all 3 ver-
tices, considering them as the auxiliary pixels. The recon-
struction can consequently continue by creating linear sys-
tem (from pixels found in the neighbourhood and auxiliary
pixels) and solving it.
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5. Experimental results

In this chapter we will discuss data we chose for experi-
ments, then we will introduce the competitors for proposed
method and finally compare results from experiments.

Majority of papers dealing with inpainting are considering
only decent inpainting (overlayed text, scratches and cracks
on the old photographs) where only a small regions of the
image or images without large continuous damaged areas are
required to restore [BS00], [OBMC01], [SKU02], [US05],
[WWW06]. We focused on difficult cases but the experi-
ments were performed on simpler ones too. We decided to
compare with another algorithm from RBF family as well as
with triangulation based methods since in these methods the
interpolation is based on completely different principles.

5.1. Test images

The experiments were performed on wide range of input im-
ages and damage masks. We will present following represen-
tatives only, because of their character: Baboon for its high
frequency content with high contrasts and Lena for contain-
ing large areas with mild transitions. Also following types
of damage: rectangular grid (reconstruction is equal to scal-
ing), noise (45% of the data is lost), extreme noise (95%
damage), inpainted text and finally large continuous area of
damage (see Fig. 2 respectively):

5.2. Competitors

We compared our novel technique with other RBF based
algorithm proposed in [US05]. Novel method that utilise
auxiliary points was verified on implementation of RBF
algorithm introduced in [ZVS08]. Finally, we created De-
launay triangulation of valid pixels and interpolated pixels
of each triangle both using bilinear interpolation and also
Zienkiewicz’s interpolation [Jan08].

5.3. Measurements

Experiments were performed on Pentium D 3.2 GHz, 4GB
RAM, Windows Vista x64 in C#. For the evaluation we used
established metrics PSNR and SSIM (see [WBSS04]), com-
monly used in image processing. Measurements were re-
alised for each RGB component separately, presented value
of each metric is average of these 3 values. RBF based
measurements were achieved with following settings (see
[ZVS08]): radius of neighbourhood equal to 3, LeftRight-
TopBottom direction of the reconstruction, linear RBF and
linear polynomial. All presented times are reconstruction
times only, i.e., without triangulation (if needed), for images
in 512× 512 resolution. See Tab. 1 to get idea how much
time took the creation of the triangulation for various masks.

In Fig. 3 we present results for Baboon image. Pro-
posed method beats others in all variants of damage both

in PSNR and SSIM comparison. The worst case was RBF
algorithm with no auxiliary points and Noise95 mask. Fig. 4
shows this case, where disturbing artefacts are clearly vis-
ible. Novel RBF based method achieved better results also
when comparing subjectively - bilinear and Zienkiewicz’s
interpolation created disturbing sharp edges of triangles (see
Fig. 5). Disadvantage of RBF algorithm is computational
time, where triangulation techniques performed much faster
in most cases.

Figure 5: a) Zienkiewicz b) proposed RBF with auxiliary p.

Another set of experiments was performed on Lena,
where novel method achieved best results (see Fig. 6), also
subjective perception is the best. Overall results are much
smoother than triangulation based algorithms while compu-
tation times are comparable to previous experiments.

With Lena we utilised one more special mask - an adap-
tive triangulation (Fig. 7a). It was created to preserve the
most important pixels (almost 2%), i.e., more triangles in
detail areas whereas in large areas with mild transitions we
need less triangles to save information in sufficient quality.
This triangulation is then used as compressed representation
of the image and consequently restored using some interpo-
lation algorithm [DI04], [Jan08], [Koh07]. Reconstruction
(decompression) of this adaptive triangulation best fits to
the triangulation based approaches of course (input damaged
image was intended for them), see results in Fig. 7. In RBF
algorithms we utilise more pixels from the neighbourhood
(i.e., we increase the error in the image in this specific case)
- in contrast with triangulation techniques, where only ver-
tices of appropriate triangles are utilised. But note, the idea
of adaptive mask of damage is in conflict with the presump-
tion that the input is not optimised for any method.

6. Conclusion and future work

We proposed a novel approach to RBF based image recon-
struction. Principle of this technique is to insert auxiliary
points into undefined areas. Computation of these points
should be done while causing the error in the image as low
as possible. We introduced approach how to obtain auxiliary
points even without constructing synthetic pixels. We also
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Figure 2: Test masks of damage. a) Grid, b) Noise45, c) Noise95, d) Text and e) Wide.

Table 1: Triangulation times for our masks.

Adaptive Noise95 Grid Noise45 Text Wide

pixels 3,975 11,789 65,536 142,043 223,506 229,224
time [ms] 93 250 3,656 13,360 26,921 28,735

performed experiments on different characters of damage
and compared results with other algorithms that utilise dif-
ferent approach to interpolation. We were surprised by very
good results we obtained, even in cases with extremely dam-
aged inputs. Proposed method could be very helpful in these
complicated cases.

Future research include restriction of triangulation on the
selected areas only, GPU/CUDA acceleration and utilisation
in image compression as suggested.
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Figure 3: Baboon. Left: PSNR graph, Middle: SSIM graph, Right: computing time.

Figure 4: Results for Baboon image + Noise95 mask, a)Bilinear, b) Zienkiewicz c) RBF no auxiliary p. and d) proposed RBF
with auxiliary p.

Figure 6: Lena. Left: PSNR graph, Middle: SSIM graph, Right: computing time.

Figure 7: a) Image damaged by mask of adaptive triangulation (4000 vertices), b)Bilinear, c) Zienkiewicz d) RBF no auxiliary
p. and e) proposed RBF with auxiliary p.
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